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All-fibre temperature sensor based
on macro-bend singlemode fibre loop
G. Rajan, Y. Semenova and G. Farrell
An all-ﬁbre temperature sensor is proposed based on a macro-bend
singlemode ﬁbre loop using a ratiometric power measurement scheme.
The sensor has a linear characteristic with temperature at a ﬁxed wavelength and bend radius. A direct linear relationship between the bend
loss of the singlemode ﬁbre and temperature is reported for the ﬁrst
time. By measuring the change in bend loss of the system a change in
temperature can be measured assuming the system is calibrated. The proposed sensor has a higher temperature resolution than other conventional
ﬁbre-optic sensors and also beneﬁts from simplicity.

Introduction: The bend loss properties of singlemode ﬁbre have been
studied intensively along with applications such as a ﬁbre ﬁlter, based
on the bend loss phenomenon, utilised as an edge ﬁlter for wavelength
measurements [1]. Signiﬁcant effort has been made by researchers to use
the bend loss properties of singlemode ﬁbre for temperature measurements. One method is based on interferometry [2] where the temperature
sensitivity arises from the thermo-optic and thermal expansion sensitivity of the buffer coating leading to interference between the whispering gallery (WG) modes and the core mode. This method requires the
determination of phase information at different wavelengths to extract
the temperature information. High temperature sensing using whispering
gallery mode resonance in bend ﬁbres is also reported [3], which
involves measuring the resonance wavelength peak shift with temperature. Both approaches lack a direct linear relation between bend loss
and temperature and the need for phase measurements makes the
system complex.
In this Letter we present a simple method to measure temperature
which uses a bend sensitive bare singlemode ﬁbre loop with an absorption layer utilised in a ratiometric power measurement scheme. The
removal of the buffer coating eliminates the effect of the two different
thermo-optic coefﬁcients of the buffer and the cladding and the use of
an appropriate absorption layer results in a monotonic increase in
bend loss with bending radius [4] which is approximately equivalent
to a core-inﬁnite cladding structure. Given the simplicity of fabrication,
the low cost of the sensor head, and the use of an unmodiﬁed singlemode ﬁbre, it can be used as a disposable sensor where the sensor is
expected to be destroyed after a period of time or is unrecoverable.

The absorption material used in the experiment was a black India ink
[5], which we veriﬁed experimentally as absorbing more than 99% of
radiation in the wavelength range 1500– 1600 nm. The ﬁbre sensor
is formed by creating a single 3608 loop by inserting the ﬁbre ends to
a small 2 mm polymer tube. To ﬁx the radius of the loop, the junction
of the ﬁbre inside the tube is glued. This forms a stable macro-bend
ﬁbre temperature sensor. The bend radius used was 12.5 mm which
gives a bend loss of 7 dB at 08C for a wavelength of 1550 nm. The
sensor is utilised in the ratiometric power measurement scheme, as
shown in Fig. 1. The input wavelength to the system was 1550 nm.
The ﬁbre loop was ﬁxed to a 5 cm diameter aluminium base plate, the
temperature of which is controlled using a Peltier cooler driven by a
temperature controller and full contact between the ﬁbre sensor and
the base plate is ensured. The expansion of the aluminium base plate
and its effect on bend loss for a radius of 12.5 mm was calculated but
is found to be negligible. Using an accurate independent temperature
monitor for the purpose of calibration, the ratio response was measured
at 18C intervals for a temperature range of 0 to þ758C. The range
employed was limited by the capabilities of the Peltier cooler used.
The ratio response measured against temperature is shown in Fig. 2.
From the Figure, it is clear that the average slope of the system is
0.012 dB/8C.
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Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of macro-bend ﬁbre temperature sensor system
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Experiment: The ﬁbre used in the experiment was a 1060XP singlemode ﬁbre which has a high bend loss in the wavelength region of
1550 nm and gives a good bend loss response with wavelength, as we
reported earlier [4]. From the middle section of a length of the ﬁbre,
the buffer coating is stripped and an absorption layer is applied.
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Theory: The temperature sensitive sensor head consists of a buffer
stripped high bend loss singlemode ﬁbre arranged in a loop with an
absorption layer applied to the cladding. The absorption layer is
chosen to absorb light at the wavelength of operation, absorbing the
WG modes inherent in a bent singlemode ﬁbre and reducing the reﬂections back from the air-cladding boundary. By eliminating the WG
modes the bend loss variation with temperature at a ﬁxed wavelength
and loop bend radius depends only on the thermo-optic coefﬁcients of
the cladding and core. Since the cladding and core are made of silica
material and have a positive thermo-optic coefﬁcient, the thermally
induced effective change in refractive index of the core and cladding
is linear in nature, resulting in a linear variation of bend loss with temperature. Furthermore, there is a monotonic increase in bend loss with
bend radius and wavelength and thus the temperature sensitivity of the
sensor can be varied by changing the bend radius or the operating
wavelength.
The temperature information is extracted using a simple ratiometric
power measurement system as it measures a ratio which is independent
of source power variations resulting in a more stable and accurate
system. The input signal from the source splits into two equal power
signals, one goes to the ﬁbre sensor and the other is the reference
signal, as shown in Fig. 1. Two photodiodes are used to measure the
power at the outputs of the corresponding arms. By measuring the
power ratio of the two signals, which is a function of temperature, temperature can be measured, assuming the system is properly calibrated.
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Fig. 2 Ratio response of system against temperature

To measure the temperature resolution of the system, a step change of
18C from 30 to 258C is applied to the ﬁbre sensor over a time period of
60 s. The measured ratio variation is shown in Fig. 3, which proves that
the system is very capable of resolving temperature changes less than
18C. Fibre temperature sensors such as a ﬁbre Bragg grating (FBG) typically provide a 10 pm wavelength shift for a 18C temperature change. To
resolve a temperature change of less than 18C (or less than 10 pm),
expensive active interrogation systems with high resolution are required.
Hence, most low cost FBG interrogation systems use a passive wavelength demodulation system, which has a low resolution when compared
to an active system. To illustrate this, for a ratiometric FBG interrogation
system based on an edge ﬁlter, if a ﬁlter slope of 0.5 dB/nm is assumed
(most edge ﬁlters slopes are circa 0.5 dB/nm [6, 7]), then the ratio variation is approximately 0.005 dB/8C. By comparison, a ratio variation of
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0.012 dB/8C for the sensor proposed here conﬁrms the competitive
temperature sensitivity of this sensor.

and can reliably resolve temperature variations of less than 18C. The
proposed low-cost sensor can be used as a disposable sensor in a
range of application areas.
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Fig. 3 Variation in ratio for step change of temperature of 18C from
30 to 258C

Since the sensor head is a silica ﬁbre, then together with a high temperature capable absorption layer, it has the potential to be used for wide
range and high temperature applications. Given the simplicity of fabrication, the low cost of the sensor head, and the use of singlemode ﬁbre, it
can be used as a disposable sensor in harsh environments or to measure
the internal temperature of materials used as composites, where the
sensor is expected to be destroyed after a period of time or is unrecoverable. Compared to existing ﬁbre-optic sensors, this is a unique advantage
of this macro-bend singlemode ﬁbre temperature sensor.
Conclusion: An all-ﬁbre temperature sensor based on macro-bend
singlemode ﬁbre using a ratiometric power measurement scheme is
proposed and demonstrated. A linear variation in bend loss with temperature is obtained by using a buffer stripped singlemode ﬁbre with an
absorption layer applied. The sensor has a high temperature resolution
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